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The motives behind certain complex events that have taken place in the
past year have now become crystal clear in retrospect.
It is patently obvious that all those Black Liars Murder (BLM,) Antifa
and phony "anarchist" rioters in many of our large cities served a
purpose that had nothing to do with protesting the deaths of black
career criminals in police custody. Their purpose was to serve as a
diversionary tactic whenever events unfolded that were harmful to
the New Communist Party, often mistakenly referred to as the
"Democrat" Party.
This theory explains the timing of their rioting, which always served to
obscure Joe Biden's pitiful gaffes and horrendously bad performances
in his 2020 presidential campaign. Clearly, these riots were also used to
deflect attention from surfacing news reports detailing Hunter Biden's
sale of his father's influence in China, and his shake-down of The
Ukraine, Kazakhstan and Russia, whose proceeds he split with his father
by his own admission.
Rioters were also in place just in case the Durham Investigation
happened to issue indictments of the many Obama holdovers who
participated in an illegal coup attempt against Donald Trump.
More recently, they explain the timing of efforts to invade and occupy
the U.S. Capitol Building just as the Senate, House and the American
Electorate were about to hear the accumulated evidence of massive
voter fraud surrounding the November 3rd Election in Arizona, the
first of six states whose Electors were to be challenged by courageous
House and Senate Republicans on January 6th of 2021.

Similarly, it is now clear that the true purpose behind mandated
quarantines or "lockdowns" of small businesses in New York, California,
New Jersey, Michigan and other "blue" states is to eradicate the middle
class entrepreneurs who built those businesses. "Democrat" politicians
who control blue cities and states recognize that small business owners
comprise their GREATEST POLITICAL OPPOSITION, since the latter tend
to be conservative or at least Republican.
By using the pretense of the China Virus, "Democrat" politicians
knowingly closed down their businesses, thus sabotaging their
opposition's livelihoods and bankrupting the businesses they've spent
their adult lives building. By eliminating small businesses,
"Democrats" seek to impose a new "feudal" society, where the poor
are entirely dependent upon scraps from "Democrat" officials, while
the extremely wealthy -- such as the plutocrats of social media -receive favors and protection as if they were Medieval "nobles."
This is why police in "blue" cities were told to stand down while rioters
assaulted the police and burned small businesses to the ground with
impunity. It is also why black rat-apes were allowed to destroy and loot
stores with impunity yet, no rioters were ever charged with a felony. In
fact, many prominent "Democrat" officials -- including Commie Harris -established a fund to post bail for those charged with violent felonies in
several states.
The same principle applies to the "lockdown" of religious institutions
by these "Democrat" mayors and governors. Since religious faith is
considered an anachronism among socialists, it plays little or no role
in the lives of "Democrat" officials. With the exception of the "lip
service" they give religion, most "Democrat" officials correctly
recognize that Marxism cannot co-exist with religious faith, since
Marxists believe that all rights devolve from the central government
rather than from God.

Another phenomenon that came into focus only later was the manner
in which "Democrats" and their PR firms in the Jews' Media predicted
for two years that Donald Trump would declare "Martial Law" following
the 2020 National Election on November 3rd. At the time it seemed
laughable and paranoid, but now it is obvious that those who predicted
such an event were secretly privy to what Joe Biden accidentally called
"the most extensive and inclusive voter fraud organization in the
history of American politics."
They recognized that evidence of voter fraud on such a massive scale
would inevitably be detectable. They also correctly realized that few
Republicans besides President Trump would have the courage and
integrity to pursue and investigate systemic voter fraud perpetrated
primarily by Africanus criminalis, a sacred cow of the left. They knew
Republicans would rather live with a stolen election and an organized
crime figure in the White House than be smeared as "racist."
Carefully timed and orchestrated rioting, the lockdown of churches and
businesses, and a relentlessly dishonest campaign against President
Trump by the Jews' Media are all tactics that were intentionally used by
the New Communist Party of the United States against the Constitution
and the American Electorate in 2020.

